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ABSTRACT

The trajectory of healthcare has evolved from ancient holistic practices to the present biomedical model, reflecting the dynamic interplay between scientific progress, technological advancements, and the integration of humanistic values.

While biomedical advancements have revolutionized medical treatments, there is an emerging recognition of the importance of integrating neuroscience and humanities to foster holistic patient care and understanding.

This paper aims to explore the historical development of medicine, emphasizing the convergence of neuroscience, psychiatry, and neurology within the biomedical framework. Additionally, it investigates the resurgence of humanities in healthcare and its role in promoting patient-centered care.

Through a comprehensive review of literature, this study traces the historical roots of medicine and examines the interdisciplinary intersections of neuroscience, psychiatry, neurology, and medical humanities.

The exploration reveals the significant contributions of interdisciplinary approaches in enhancing patient-centered care, fostering a comprehensive understanding of health and well-being, and shaping modern healthcare practices.

The integration of neuroscience and humanities offers valuable insights into the complexities of human health, bridging legacy practices with innovative approaches. Embracing this interdisciplinary perspective is crucial for promoting holistic healthcare, emphasizing patient-centered care, and enriching the understanding of health and well-being in contemporary healthcare settings.
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RESUMO

A trajetória dos cuidados de saúde evoluiu das antigas práticas holísticas para o atual modelo biomédico, refletindo a interação dinâmica entre o progresso científico, os avanços tecnológicos e a integração de valores humanísticos.

Embora os avanços biomédicos tenham revolucionado os tratamentos médicos, há um reconhecimento emergente da importância de integrar as neurociências e as humanidades para promover a compreensão e os cuidados holísticos dos doentes.

Este artigo tem como objetivo explorar o desenvolvimento histórico da medicina, salientando a convergência da neurociência, da psiquiatria e da neurologia no quadro biomédico. Além disso, investiga o ressurgimento das humanidades nos cuidados de saúde e o seu papel na promoção de cuidados centrados no doente.

Através de uma revisão exaustiva da literatura, este estudo traça as raízes históricas da medicina e examina as intersecções interdisciplinares da neurociência, psiquiatria, neurologia e humanidades médicas.

A exploração revela os contributos significativos das abordagens interdisciplinares para melhorar os cuidados centrados no doente, promover uma compreensão abrangente da saúde e do bem-estar e moldar as práticas modernas de cuidados de saúde.

A integração das neurociências e das humanidades oferece conhecimentos valiosos sobre as complexidades da saúde humana, fazendo a ponte entre práticas antigas e abordagens inovadoras. A adoção desta perspetiva interdisciplinar é crucial para promover cuidados de saúde holísticos, enfatizando os cuidados centrados no doente e enriquecendo a compreensão da saúde e do bem-estar nos contextos de cuidados de saúde contemporâneos.
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INTRODUCTION

The transformation of healthcare throughout history mirrors the evolution of medicine
c. From ancient holistic approaches that emphasized the interconnectedness of mind, body, and spirit to contemporary biomedical models grounded in empirical observation, medicine has adapted to societal needs. Our understanding of human anatomy, physiology, and pathology has advanced considerably, bolstered by technological innovations.

The study of medical history has evolved in tandem with scientific progress, shedding light on the ethical, social, and cultural dimensions of healthcare. The rising recognition of humanistic perspectives is evident in the growth of patient-centered care and the prominence of health humanities in medical education. The term "health humanities" has gained more traction than "medical humanities," suggesting a broader view encompassing diverse health-related disciplines and experiences.

The intersection of neuroscience and humanities has opened new interdisciplinary research avenues, revealing the brain processes shaping human experiences and behaviors. Collaborative efforts have begun to unveil the intricate connections between culture, history, and brain function, offering fresh insights into the human condition.

Drawing inspiration from Leonardo da Vinci's dictum to "Learn how to see," this study adopts a holistic lens to explore the evolution of medicine, from ancient therapeutic practices to contemporary multidisciplinary approaches. It considers the historical, cultural, and scientific forces shaping medical knowledge and practice, with a focus on the influence of neuroscience on humanities interests and the contributions of Brazilian institutions like Hospital Pedro II in neurology, psychiatry, and innovative healthcare.

This review traces medicine's development from ancient holistic methods to modern multidisciplinary techniques, examining the historical, cultural, and scientific factors influencing medical practices through a multifaceted perspective. It highlights the role of establishments like Hospício Pedro II in Brazil, emphasizing their historical significance and contemporary relevance in neurology, psychiatry, and innovative healthcare.

The research aims to explore the evolution of medicine from traditional holistic approaches to the modern biological paradigm, analyzing the interplay between scientific discoveries, technical advancements, and the resurgence of humanistic approaches in healthcare. The study underscores the pivotal role of neuroscience, psychiatry, and neuroscience in shaping the biomedical paradigm and seeks to elucidate the profound impact of historical foundations and current contexts, such as Hospício Pedro II in Brazil, on contemporary healthcare practices.

This study seeks to unravel the intricate relationships, particularly at the intersection of neuroscience and humanities, between brain function, cultural contexts, and historical narratives through a comprehensive investigation. Employing an interdisciplinary approach, the research aims to enrich patient-centered care by fostering a holistic understanding of health and well-being. By charting this trajectory and analyzing the influence of various disciplines and organizations, the study contributes to the ongoing discourse on healthcare practices and the integration of diverse perspectives to enhance patient outcomes and quality of care.

TRACING COMPLEXITY: MEDICINE'S JOURNEY FROM HOLISTIC ROOTS TO MODERN CHALLENGES

This section explores the evolution of healthcare paradigms, from holistic and biomedical approaches to comprehensive humanized healthcare models, as depicted in Figure 1. Medicine's evolution spans millennia, beginning with ancient holistic practices that acknowledged the unity of mind, body, and spirit. Prehistoric healers employed rituals, herbs, and spiritual beliefs to address ailments, while civilizations like Egypt, Mesopotamia, and China developed intricate systems of traditional medicine, incorporating herbalism, acupuncture, and energy manipulation. The advent of the scientific revolution heralded a transformative shift, giving rise to the biomedical paradigm where empirical observation became central to medical diagnosis and treatment, leading to significant advancements in understanding human anatomy, physiology, and pathology.

Lekka et al.'s systematic review examines the phenomenon of dehumanization in healthcare settings, identifying factors such as language used by health professionals, workload, bureaucratic processes, profit-driven economic policies, and socioeconomic disparities as contributors. The review underscores the need to address this dehumanization trend, emphasizing the importance of holistic patient care, empathy, and measures to enhance human connection.

Farre and Rapley's exploration of biomedical and psychosocial perspectives on health and illness, along with Busch et al.'s systematic review on humanized care, corroborate this model. Bolton delves into the biopsychosocial model, proposed by George Engel in 1977, which integrates biological, psychological, and social factors in understanding health. Recent research has reinforced its relevance across various health conditions, highlighting the interplay between biological, psychological, and social elements, particularly evident during the COVID-19 pandemic.

This context gives rise to a proposed model by the authors of this paper, encompassing a complex and humanized healthcare approach. The complex healthcare model acknowledges the multifaceted nature of health and
illness, drawing insights from diverse disciplines such as medicine, psychology, sociology, and public health. It emphasizes a holistic approach, systems thinking, and adaptive strategies to address individual needs effectively. The humanized perspective prioritizes compassionate, person-centered care, emphasizing strong relationships between healthcare providers and patients, considering the physical, emotional, and social dimensions of health, and advocating for improved working conditions for healthcare professionals. Busch et al.⁴ systematic review also supports this model.

Bolton highlights the need for medicine to embrace a holistic biopsychosocial approach, challenging the narrow focus on biomedical aspects and emphasizing the importance of psychological and psychosocial elements, particularly in psychiatry. This recognition gains significance with the integration of medical humanities.

The proposed approach, termed Complex Humanized Care, offers a nuanced perspective on healthcare, combining technological advancements with a strong emphasis on humanization and personalized treatment. It seeks to harness the benefits of technology while preserving the human touch in healthcare delivery and tailoring treatments to meet individual patient needs.

HISTORY OF MEDICINE AND MEDICAL HUMANITIES

In the midst of scientific progress, the history of medicine has emerged as a distinct field, chronicling the development of medical knowledge and practices and its importance is outlined in Figure 2. Archival research is pivotal in unveiling the intricate history of medicine, illuminating its cultural, social, and ethical dimensions.

The study of the history of medicine in academic settings underscores its vital role in medical education. Shok et al.³ explore the methodological considerations of teaching the history of medicine in higher education, emphasizing its dual function as both a foundational and a propaedeutic discipline. They stress its importance in imparting a comprehensive understanding of medical science's evolution and fostering critical thinking and professional qualities in future doctors. The integration of the history of medicine into modern medical education is crucial for shaping doctors' professional thinking and encouraging interdisciplinary dialogue between clinical disciplines and historical periods.

Barbara et al.¹ highlight the significance of the History of Neuroscience as an emerging field that sheds light on past research and informs current understanding. They spotlight seminal works that have shaped the field, such as Temkin's writings (A History of Epilepsy from the Greeks to the Beginning of Modern Neurology), and subsequent contributions that have expanded the scope of neuroscience history. The growing interest in the history of neuroscience in the late 20th century led to the formation of research groups and the publication of notable monographs. The establishment of the Journal of the History of the Neurosciences in 1991 and the International Society for the History of the Neurosciences in 1995 further solidified the field's prominence. Today, history of neuroscience studies are gaining academic recognition in medical and basic sciences, encompassing sociology, anthropology, and medical humanities.

Parallel to the ascent of biomedical approaches, there has been an increasing acknowledgment of the value of humanistic perspectives in medicine and its interdisciplinarity. Patient-centered care has emerged as a guiding principle, emphasizing empathy, compassion, and respect for individual narratives. Ethics and Medical Humanities (MH) have become integral components of medical education, promoting critical reflection on the moral and philosophical aspects of healthcare.

Wald et al.⁷ discuss the significance of MH in contemporary medical education and practice, tracing its historical roots to the early 20th century and its evolution into a vibrant interdisciplinary field. MH integrates various disciplines, such as literature, art, philosophy, and anthropology, to explore human experiences of illness and medical intervention. In an era of rapid medical advancements, MH emphasizes the importance of balancing technical proficiency with humanistic care. Incorporating MH into medical education can enhance professionalism, communication skills, and resilience among healthcare providers. The essay explores diverse approaches to integrating MH into medical curricula and highlights its positive impact on empathy, reflective practice, and overall well-being.
The intersection of neuroscience and humanities has led to the emergence of novel fields of study (Figure 3), including Neuroculture, Neurohistory, Neurohumanities, Neuroaesthetics, and Neuroethics. These interdisciplinary intersections offer rich opportunities for exploring the complex relationships between the mind, body, and society.

Neuroethics examines the ethical implications of advancing brain science and its applications. Ishida et al.¹² compare the interests of neuroethicists and neuroscientists, highlighting the need for collaboration to address ethical concerns arising from neuroscience advancements.

The exploration of neuroplasticity, the brain’s ability to restructure and adapt, has garnered considerable attention in neuroscience and healthcare. Kaczmarek¹³ emphasizes the resurgence of interest in neuroplasticity due to technological advancements, highlighting its implications for brain health and aging.

The convergence of neuroscience with education, technology, and public policy has led to new collaborations aimed at harnessing brain research to address societal challenges. Neurology and psychiatry continue to deepen our understanding of the brain and mind, opening new avenues for innovative therapeutic approaches.

**Convergence and Divergence in the Relationship Between Neurology and Psychiatry**

The trajectory of healthcare has evolved significantly over time, reflecting the dynamic interplay between scientific progress, technological advancements, and the integration of humanistic values. This evolution is particularly evident in the historical relationship between neurology and psychiatry, which has been characterized by both collaboration and discord.¹⁵-¹⁶,²¹-²³

The aim of this paper is to explore the historical development of medicine, emphasizing the convergence of neuroscience, psychiatry, and neurology within the biomedical framework (Figure 4). The exploration reveals the significant contributions of interdisciplinary approaches.
in enhancing patient-centered care, fostering a comprehensive understanding of health and well-being, and shaping modern healthcare practices.

The roots of the relationship between neurology and psychiatry can be traced back to ancient times, with Hippocrates advancing our understanding of mental illness by attributing it to brain abnormalities rather than supernatural causes. However, philosophical and religious ideologies during the Middle Ages led to the segregation of mental disorders from medical domains.

Kleisiaris et al. explored healthcare practices in ancient Greece, emphasizing the Hippocratic emphasis on holistic care, evidence-based practice, and comprehensive assessments. This holistic approach laid the groundwork for the convergence of neurology and psychiatry in the 19th century, driven by scientific advancements and neuropathology.

Prominent physicians such as Broca, Wernicke, Charcot, Alzheimer, Kraepelin, and Freud played pivotal roles during this period, bridging the gap between the two fields and laying the foundation for modern approaches to neurological and psychiatric conditions.

In the context of Brazil, the evolution of neurology and psychiatry is exemplified by Hospício Pedro II, a historic psychiatric institution established in 1852. As the pioneering psychiatric hospital in Brazil and the second in Latin America, its legacy reflects the progress and challenges of mental healthcare in the region. Notable figures like João Carlos Teixeira Brandão, Juliano Moreira, Antônio Aloysio de Castro, and Austregésilo Rodrigues de Lima further enriched the Brazilian landscape of neurology and psychiatry with their significant contributions.

Today, the convergence of neurology and psychiatry continues to evolve, symbolizing an integrated approach to understanding and treating mental health and neurological disorders. This convergence is aligned with the paper's emphasis on holistic patient care, integrating neuroscience and humanities to foster a comprehensive understanding of health and well-being.

In conclusion, the historical relationship between neurology and psychiatry offers valuable insights into the interdisciplinary nature of healthcare, highlighting the importance of collaboration and integration across different medical disciplines. Embracing this interdisciplinary perspective is crucial for promoting holistic healthcare, emphasizing patient-centered care, and enriching our understanding of health and well-being in contemporary healthcare settings.

This integration justifies the inclusion of this section by aligning it with the paper's aim to explore the historical development of medicine and the interdisciplinary intersections of neuroscience, psychiatry, neurology, and medical humanities.
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